The Eugene McDermott Scholars Program

McDermott Scholars receive one of the most selective and generous undergraduate merit awards in the nation; it includes a full scholarship and stipend package with access to UT Dallas’ rigorous education, leadership training, cultural enrichment, and personalized opportunities designed to equip them with the skills, experience, and confidence to succeed as leaders.

The application for the 2018 entering class of McDermott Scholars is now available. **Apply here!**

What’s It Like Being a McDermott?
Read about it on the [McDermott Blog](https://provost.utdallas.edu/home/mcdermott/blog) written by McDermott Scholars.

Instagram and Facebook
If you love social media as much as we do, follow us on [Instagram](https://www.instagram.com) and [Facebook](https://www.facebook.com).

Subscribe
[Sign up to stay connected](https://provost.utdallas.edu/home/mcdermott//makepdf) - for future students (11th grade and younger), parents, and counselors. Receive notifications when the application opens as well as other updates about the Program.

Learn about UT Dallas
Create your own personalized guide to UT Dallas - [get started!](https://provost.utdallas.edu/home/mcdermott//makepdf)